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PRESS RELEASE


THE NEW TQ AND TQK SERIES LOW BACKLASH PLANETARY GEARBOXES 


The Bonfiglioli Group, a global leader in industrial automation solutions since 1956, is further strengthening its market position for applications that demand excellent dynamic performance and maximum efficiency.

The new low backlash gearboxes of the TQ in-line series and TQK right-angle series will consolidate Bonfiglioli’s position and provide the perfect complement to the company’s current offer.

The new series comes in five sizes delivering output torque ranging from 30 to 800 Nm, covering the needs of most industrial automation applications that require high dynamic performance and precision. Both series feature a clear “Italian style” as a result of Bonfiglioli’s collaboration with one of the world’s most famous design studios. 

Bearings have been carefully selected and sized to suit the torque rating of the gearbox. The internal gears and ring gear also feature special tooth technology. This ensure that these new gearboxes withstand high overhung and thrust loads, offer a high safety factor for transmissible torque and maintain stable precision throughout their service life. Both new series are characterised by reduced backlash, high torsional rigidity, a high level of mechanical protection (IP65) and a low level of acoustic pressure. 

TQ in-line and TQK right-angle gearboxes require only limited maintenance to guarantee life-long low backlash and reliability. Their high overload capacity represents an important safety factor for many applications. Various innovative solutions have been introduced in these new series to ensure high performance. Such solutions include new tooth profiles, a new lubrication and seal system and an integral planet carrier shaft. 
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Bonfiglioli’s new TQ reduced backlash planetary gearbox: permanent precision up to 800 Nm.
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